FADE IN EXT. JEWELLRY WAREHOUSE -NIGHT
Two men in suits whose names are Arthur and Bill are sitting in a car smoking cigarettes, both characters are british jewelry thief's, they are known especially as "The Specialists" BILL Fucks the matter with you Arthur? Are you alright? ARTHUR Yeah fine. Are you sure this is the place? It's a bit relaxed for a jewelers warehouse. BILL It's fine mate. I am positive. They are probably taking a fucking smokers break. ARTHUR So let's go over the plan, shall we. Before we go. So the first thing we'll do is go over there have a look around then find Spider and Elwood, interrogate find out were the briefcase is, then we bust out and run away. Bill gets a pistol from the boot, he cocks it and puts it in his pants pocket. He cocks another one and gives it to Arthur. Bill then gives Arthur a flashlight BILL There's not much battery, my fault.
He closes the boot. BILL Let's rock n' roll.
CUT TO:
INT. JEWLERY WAREHOUSE The song "Do Ya" by The Move starts playing as the characters enter the building in slow motion with the credits appearing.
In this continuing shot we follow both characters through the jewelry store until the song finishes. ARTHUR So, there's a river bed and on the other side is a scorpion and a frog, right, the scorpion says, "hey froggy, if you take me to the other side of the river, I won't kill you" so the frog says,"How I do I know I can trust that you won't kill me" the scorpion then says, "you don't, but you would have to give it a chance anyway" so the scorpion jumps on top of the frog and the frog starts swimming. All of a sudden the scorpion kills the frog and with shock the frog (MORE) says, "why did you kill me" and the 
